
Unlimited talk & text and data with no overage charges. All in one plan. Optional Data Packs available. After use of all high-speed data amounts (including any optional Data Packs), reduced speeds apply.

What you get with Mobile Share Plus for Business plans

Sharable data for up to 10 or 25 phones, tablets and other devices, depending on the plan you select.

No overage charges if you exceed your high-speed data allotments. (After use of all high-speed data amounts, reduced speeds apply.)

Rollover Data – the plan data you don’t use this month rolls over for use in the next month. (Rollover Data expires after one month or with any plan change and is consumed after your plan data.)

Stream Saver – allows video to stream in Standard Definition quality (max 1.5Mbps, about 480p). AT&T will activate the feature for you and you may turn it off and back on at any time. (Ability to stream & video resolution vary. Restrictions apply.)

Unlimited talk & text

Tethering/mobile hotspot usage

AT&T Call Protect Basic, which identifies potential spam and automatically blocks suspected fraudulent calls (Compatible smartphone required. May not identify all spam or fraud calls. Other restrictions apply; see business.att.com/products/call-protect for details.)

International perks

• Unlimited texts from the U.S. to over 120 countries
• Unlimited talk from the U.S. to Mexico – and on 20GB plans and higher only, you also get unlimited talk from the U.S. to Canada
• No roaming charges for plan voice, text and data use while in Mexico (Compatible device required. Restrictions apply.)

Choose your plan

| AT&T Mobile Share Plus for Business Plans | 3GB | 9GB | 20GB | 30GB | 60GB | 120GB |
| Number of Smartphone Lines | Monthly charges in table below are after AutoPay discount which starts within 2 bill cycles.* Taxes, fees & other monthly charges extra. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 1 Line | $50 | $60 | $120 | $225 | $375 | $615 |
| 2 Line | $80 | $100 | $140 | $240 | $390 | $630 |
| 3 Line | $100 | $120 | $160 | $255 | $405 | $645 |
| 4 Line | $120 | $140 | $180 | $270 | $420 | $660 |
| 5 Line | $140 | $160 | $200 | $285 | $435 | $675 |
| 6 Line | $160 | $180 | $220 | $300 | $450 | $690 |
| 7 Line | $180 | $200 | $240 | $315 | $465 | $705 |
| 8 Line | $200 | $220 | $260 | $330 | $480 | $720 |
| 9 Line | $220 | $240 | $280 | $345 | $495 | $735 |
| 10 Lines | $240 | $260 | $300 | $360 | $510 | $750 |
| 11 to 25 Lines | Not available | Not available | Not available | Add $15 per smartphone line | Add $15 per smartphone line | Add $15 per smartphone line |

Add $20/mo. for each line for a smartphone with a 2-yr service commitment.*

Taxes, fees & other monthly charges extra.

What you will see on your bill: The total monthly charge consists of a plan charge for talk, text and data ($40/mo. for a single line 3GB plan, $60/mo. for a multi-line 3GB plan, $50/mo. for a single line 9GB plan, $80/mo. for a multi-line 9GB plan, $120 for a 20GB plan, $230 for a 30GB plan, $380 for a 60GB plan, or $620 for a 120GB plan) and a monthly per-line access charge for access to those services (see footnote 2 below for applicable access charges for smartphones and see table on page 2 for applicable access charges for other eligible devices). Prices above also include an AutoPay bill discount ($10/mo. for 3GB and 9GB plans with one or fewer phone lines; $20/mo. for 3GB and 9GB plans with two or more phone lines and for 20GB and higher plans) which starts within 2 bill cycles.

Overage charges & data speeds: There are no overage charges. After all of your high-speed data is used (including any optional Data Packs), all data usage is slowed to a max of 128Kbps (2G speeds) for the rest of the bill cycle. Audio and video streaming, picture and video messaging, and other data usage will be impacted and may not be fully functional. See att.com/broadbandinfo for AT&T’s network management practices.

Total monthly charges shown in table include the $20/mo. (3GB to 20GB plans) or $15/mo. (30GB and higher plans) per-line access charges for smartphones purchased at full price, on a qualified installment agreement, bring your own, or on a month-to-month term. Applicable per-line access charges for smartphones with a 2-year service commitment are $40/mo. (3GB to 20GB plans) or $35/mo. (30GB and higher plans). Device costs not included.
Optional Data Packs are available for Mobile Share Plus for Business plans!

Whether you anticipate needing more data in a particular month or your data speeds have been slowed because you exceeded your monthly plan data, you have the flexibility to purchase optional Data Packs that provide an additional high-speed data allotment for use that month.*

### Add an optional data pack to your plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Pack</th>
<th>1GB</th>
<th>3GB</th>
<th>5GB</th>
<th>10GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Additional one-time charge</td>
<td>$15</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>$70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* After use of all high-speed data amounts (including any optional Data Packs), reduced speeds apply.

---

To understand the differences in data speeds and terms, please visit AT&T Mobility Share Plans for Business to see the applicable wireless service agreement and conditions for your plan.

### PRICING

- **Monthly Access Charges**: $20/mo.
- **Service(s)**:
  - Shared data and unlimited talk & text
  - Shared data and unlimited talk & text (to/from AT&T Connected Wearable)
  - Shared data
  - Shared data and unlimited nationwide calling (only add to 9GB plans or higher; no text)
  - Shared data

### Optional Data Packs

**Data Packs**

- **1GB**
- **3GB**
- **5GB**
- **10GB**

**Additional one-time charge**

- **$15**
- **$30**
- **$40**
- **$70**

---

### AT&T MOBILE SHARE PLUS™ FOR BUSINESS PLANS

Available only to business customers with a qualified wireless service agreement and only for their Corporate Responsibility User (CRU) lines of service. For full service terms and conditions, see the applicable wireless service agreement, including, without limitation, the Additional Service and Equipment-Related Terms found at [att.com/abs-addtl-terms] (Business Agreement). *

**PRICING**: Prices are for service only and include monthly plan charge for talk, text and data & a per device monthly access charge for access to such services. Eligible customers can get a discount for having AutoPay, a Single Phone Line Discount for qualified plans and/or a Smartphone Access Charge Discount. If eligible, each discount will be applied via a monthly bill credit. Other Mobile Share plans may have been retired. If on a retired Mobile Share plan, you may upgrade and add or remove lines.

**Stream Saver not included. HARMAN Spark for use in vehicle only. Wi-Fi hotspot for up to 8 eligible devices. Additional terms & conditions apply.**

---

**Map shows approx. outdoor coverage in domestic licensed/roaming areas. Actual coverage may differ. Service not avail. everywhere. See [att.com/coverageviewer] for coverage details.**

---

**FOR BUSINESS PLANS:** Available only to business customers with a qualified wireless service agreement and only for their Corporate Responsibility User (CRU) lines of service. For full service terms and conditions, see the applicable wireless service agreement, including, without limitation, the Additional Service and Equipment-Related Terms found at [att.com/abs-addtl-terms] (Business Agreement). *

**PRICING**: Prices are for service only and include monthly plan charge for talk, text and data & a per device monthly access charge for access to such services. Eligible customers can get a discount for having AutoPay, a Single Phone Line Discount for qualified plans and/or a Smartphone Access Charge Discount. If eligible, each discount will be applied via a monthly bill credit. Other Mobile Share plans may have been retired. If on a retired Mobile Share plan, you may upgrade and add or remove lines. If you want to change your high-speed data allotment, you must pick from a currently available plan. **AutoPay Discount**: $10 per month discount for 3GB and 9GB plans with one or fewer phone lines, $20 per month discount for 3GB and 9GB plans with two or more phone lines and for 20GB and higher plans. Requires being active and enrolled in AutoPay. Discount starts within 2 bill cycles.

**Single Phone Line Discount** for 3GB and 9GB Plans: Monthly $20 (3GB plan) or $30 (9GB plan) discount applied to your plan charge if you have only one phone line on a multi-line plan.

**Smartphone Access Charge Discounts**: For plans with 20GB or less, the standard $40 per month device access charge for smartphones is discounted by $20 per month for smartphones on an installment plan, purchased at full price, bring your own, or on a month-to-month term. **For plans with 30GB or more, the standard $40 per month device access charge for smartphones is discounted (a) by $25 per month for smartphones on an installment plan, purchased at full price, bring your own, or on a month-to-month term** or (b) by $5 per month for smartphones with a 2-year service commitment.

**Devices**: Sold separately. Limit 1 per 3GB or 9GB single line plan; limit 10 per 3GB or 9GB multi-line plan or 20GB plan; and limit 25 per 30GB or higher plan. **DATA**:

- **Domestic Coverage Area**: Only plans also include data usage in Mexico. Additional or promotional data may not be available for use outside the DCA. **OVERAGE CHARGES AND DATA SPEEDS**: No charge for overage. However, after all your high-speed data allotments are used, all data usage is slowed to a max of 128 Kbps for the rest of the bill cycle. During that period, you will have basic data use for viewing a web page or checking email. Audio and video streaming, apps and services, picture and video messaging, as well as other data usage will be impacted and may not be fully functional. **VIDEO STREAMING**: Includes Stream Saver feature, etc.
which allows you to stream higher definition video in Standard Definition on compatible devices (unless video provider has opted out). Stream Saver will not recognize all video content. Ability to stream video and video resolution may vary and be affected by other factors. To enjoy access to High Definition video on compatible devices and when available, you can turn Stream Saver off or back on at any time through your account management portal at att.com/premier or by calling 611. Restrictions apply. Details at att.com/stream saver.

TETHERING/MOBILE HOTSPOT: use for up to five (5) simultaneous devices. Requires compatible device. RESTRICT USAGE: Authorized users on the account may temporarily suspend data access for each device on the plan. Data access will be restored at the beginning of the next billing cycle. Monthly charges continue to apply. ROLLOVER DATA: Unused data from the monthly plan allowance rounds up to the nearest MB and carries over for one billing period. Rollover Data automatically expires after one billing period or with any plan change (such as changing data amounts or termination). Rollover Data is used after your monthly plan allowance. Rollover Data is not redeemable for cash or credit and is not transferable. DATA PACKS: Data Packs are optional (for an additional per Data Pack charge) and provide an additional allotment of high-speed data for use in the DCA and Mexico. Data Pack data allotments are used prior to any available monthly plan data allowance and any Rollover Data. Limit of two of each Data Pack option per month per plan. Data Packs do not roll over and must be used within the billing period provided or are forfeited. Data Packs automatically expire at the end of the bill period in which provided or with certain plan changes (such as switching to an ineligible plan or termination). Data Packs are not transferable to other plans or accounts. UNLIMITED TALK: For phones only. Includes unlimited calls within the DCA and within Mexico. Unlimited Talk to Mexico: For phones only. Includes unlimited International Long Distance (ILD) calling from the DCA to Mexico only. You may be charged for calls to special or premium service numbers. Unlimited Talk to Canada: included on 20GB and higher plans only. For phones only. Includes unlimited ILD calling from the DCA and Mexico to Canada only. You may be charged for calls to special or premium service numbers. Calls to Other Countries: 3GB and 9GB plans for phones include an ILD service that can be used to call from the DCA and Mexico to countries other than Mexico; 20GB & higher plans for phones include an ILD service that can be used to call from the DCA and Mexico to countries other than Mexico and Canada. Per minute pay-per-use rates apply to such calls to other countries unless an ILD service package is added to the line placing such calls. Rates subject to change without notice. For rates, see att.com/retail/calling. UNLIMITED TEXT: Standard Messaging — For phones only. Requires compatible device. Includes unlimited number of messages up to 1MB in size within and from the DCA and within Mexico to more than 190 countries for text messages and 120 countries for picture and video messages. ATT may add, change, and remove included countries at its discretion without notice. Messages sent through applications may incur data or other charges. Visit att.com/text2world for details. Advanced Messaging — For customers with Advanced Messaging capable devices only. Both sender and recipient(s) must be AT&T postpaid wireless customers with HD Voice accounts, and both must have their devices turned on and be within AT&T’s owned and operated DCA only (third party coverage and use in Mexico are excluded). Includes unlimited number of messages up to 10MB in size. Additional restrictions apply and can be found at att.com/mobile/sharesm. For use in eligible vehicles only. Use of your device or SIM card outside of your vehicle or device is prohibited and AT&T may terminate your service. Mobile App: for iOS version 9.0.8 higher and Android version 6.0.8 higher. Telematics Features: Provided by third parties. Customers must agree to additional app terms and conditions prior to use. AT&T CALL PROTECT BASIC: Provides network-based and application-based features that help manage unwanted calls. AT&T Call Protect Basic: (a) automatically blocks calls AT&T determines to be spam/nuisance, fraud, scam, or, neither/neutral using data analytics and network monitoring, as well as reports from customers, and (b) provides suspected spam alerts. AT&T will activate the feature for you. You can opt-out at any time by using your online account management portal at att.com/premier or contacting your sales representative. Device Requirements: Each line requires a compatible VoLTE-enabled smartphone (either an iPhone 6 or newer operating on iOS version 9.3 or higher or an AT&T HD Voice-enabled Android smartphone). Smartphones sold by other carriers or direct from device manufacturers may not be compatible. AT&T Call Protect App (CP App): Allows CRUs to adjust call blocking settings to establish and manage a personal call blocking list. CRUs must download the CP App onto their qualified smartphone from generally available app stores. Customer will determine which apps are capable of making/receiving calls without being connected to another wireless device. For a list of devices, visit att.com/technicalsupport. The CP App requires Customer and individual CRUs to accept the terms of a EULA found at att.com/legal/termscallprotectEULA.html prior to use. Limitations: AT&T Call Protect Basic is not guaranteed to be accurate and may inadvertently block wanted or permissible calls (including service messages) or misidentify numbers as suspected spam or potential fraud. Other restrictions apply. see att.com/securitycallprotect for more details. MISCELLANEOUS: Plans are not available online at att.com/smallbusiness or att.com/myatt. AT&T Wireless Internet: May be added to 3GB or larger plan for $30 access charge. AT&T Wireless Internet is a wireless voice service (Commercial Mobile Radio Service or CRMS) & mobile broadband Internet access service. Messaging excluded. For emergency calls, providers of 911 service are required to deliver calls to 911 operators. Other features may be limited or not available to connected vehicles. Other compatibility limitations apply. For AT&T Wireless Internet details, visit att.com/wirelessinternet.

Connected Devices: Includes eligible connected vehicles, cases, Connected Wearables, and other select devices. Connected Wearables: are wireless phones designed to be worn that are capable of making/receiving calls without being connected to another wireless device. For a list of devices, visit att.com/wearablelist. Termination of Connected Vehicle Service for CRU Lines: Service will be provided to each connected vehicle until such time as: (a) Customer terminates the service for the vehicle; (b) ownership of the vehicle is transferred to a third party and the third party’s or vehicle’s manufacturer requests to establish service for the vehicle; or (c) AT&T terminates service by exercising its rights set forth elsewhere in this Agreement. AT&T will provide notice to Customer of termination of service to any vehicle within 24 hours of termination of service. Customer will have the right to suspend or terminate service to your account, place any non-complying device on an appropriate plan, and/or add any other required element of a plan. Other Monthly Charges: Apply per line and may include taxes, federal/state universal service charges, Regulatory Cost Recovery Charge (up to $150), gross receipts charge, Administrative Fee, and other government assessments (including without limitation a Property Tax Allocated surcharge of $0.20 – $0.45 applied per CRU’s assigned number), which are not government-required charges. Additional one-time charges may apply. See att.com/mobilityfees for more details on other charges. For full service terms and conditions, see the Business Agreement.